
Physics for pre-IGCSE-Homework sheet "21"

Paper1: chose the best answer:
1. A person holds a glass beaker in one hand and fills it quickly with hot water. It takes several
Seco~ before his hand starts to feel the heat. Why is there this delay?

~ Glass is a poor conductor of heat.
B. Glass is a good conductor of heat.
C. Water is a poor conductor of heat.
D. Water is a good conductor of heat.

2. The diagram shows a heater used to heat a tank of cold water.
What is the main process by which heat moves through the water?

A. conduction
® convection
C. evaporation
D. radiation

3. An experiment is set up to find out which metal is the best conductor of heat. Balls are stuck with
Wax to rods made from different metals, as shown in diagram X. The rods are heated at one end. Some of the balls. tail
off, leaving some as shown in diagram Y. Which labeled metal is the best conductor of heat?
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4. An iron bar is held with one end in a fire. The other end soon becomes too hot to hold. How has the heat travelled
along the iron bar?
@ by conduction
B. by convection
C. by expansion
D. by radiation
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5. How could a convection current be set up in the water?
@ cool the water at X
B. cool the water at Y
e. stir the water at X
D. stir the water at Y

..water

6. Two plastic cups are placed one inside the other. Hot water is poured into
the inner cup and a lid is put on top as shown. Which statement is correct?
A. Heat loss by radiation is prevented by the small air gap.
B. No heat passes through the sides of either cup.
e. The bench is heated by convection from the bottom of the outer cup.® The lid is used to reduce heat loss by convection.

7. Bread can be cooked by placing it below,
but not touching, a heating element. Which
process transfers thermal energy from the
heating element to the bread?
A. Conduction B. Convection
e. Insulation ® Radiation
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8. Hot liquid in a vacuum flask cools extremely slowly. This is because some methods of heat transfer cannot take
place in a vacuum. Which methods cannot take place in a vacuum?
@ conduction and convection only
B. conduction and radiation only
e. convection and radiation only
D. conduction, convection and radiation

9. A heater is placed in a room. Which diagram shows the movement of air as the room is heated?
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10. How does thermal energy (heat energy) travel through the vacuum between the Earth and the Sun?
A. by conduction
B. by convection© by radiation
D. by radioactive decay

Paper2:
An electric soldering iron is used to melt solder, for joining wires in an electric circuit. A soldering iron i~;shown in
Fig. 7.1.
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Solder is a metal which melts easily. The heater coil inside the metal cylinder heats the copper tip.
a. i, Suggest why the tip is made of copper .

......................be.c.QJ.l~...~ ...r$....a·8 f.>d...O:rnductD.r.. of M
ii, Suggest why the handle is made of plastic .
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b. The heater coil is switched on. When the tip is put in contact with the solder, some of the heat is used 'to melt the
solder.

i. State the process by which the heat is transferred from the copper tip to the solder.

...................................C.on~~.n .
ii. By which process or processes is the rest of the heat transferred to the surroundings?

Underline any of the following (you may underline as many as you think are correct).

Conduction convection evaporation radiation

c. A short time after switching on the soldering iron, it reaches a steady temperature, even though the heater coil is
constantly generating heat. The soldering iron is rated at 40 W.

What is the rate at which heat is being lost from the soldering iron? Underline one answer

Greater than 40 W. Equal to 40 W Less than 40 W


